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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An organization decided to begin issuing corporate mobile device users microSD HSMs that must be installed in the mobile devices in

order to access corporate resources remotely Which of the following features of these devices MOST likely led to this decision? (Select

TWO.)

Options: 
A) Software-backed keystore

B) Embedded cryptoprocessor

C) Hardware-backed public key storage

D) Support for stream ciphers

E) Decentralized key management

F) TPM 2.0 attestation services

Answer: 
B, C



Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company's employees are not permitted to access company systems while traveling internationally. The company email system is

configured to block logins based on geographic location, but some employees report their mobile phones continue to sync email

traveling . Which of the following is the MOST likely explanation? (Select TWO.)

Options: 
A) Outdated escalation attack

B) Privilege escalation attack

C) VPN on the mobile device

D) Unrestricted email administrator accounts

E) Chief use of UDP protocols

F) Disabled GPS on mobile devices

Answer: 
C, F



Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company's employees are not permitted to access company systems while traveling internationally. The company email system is

configured to block logins based on geographic location, but some employees report their mobile phones continue to sync email

traveling . Which of the following is the MOST likely explanation? (Select TWO.)

Options: 
A) Outdated escalation attack

B) Privilege escalation attack

C) VPN on the mobile device

D) Unrestricted email administrator accounts

E) Chief use of UDP protocols

F) Disabled GPS on mobile devices

Answer: 
C, F



Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An organization decided to begin issuing corporate mobile device users microSD HSMs that must be installed in the mobile devices in

order to access corporate resources remotely Which of the following features of these devices MOST likely led to this decision? (Select

TWO.)

Options: 
A) Software-backed keystore

B) Embedded cryptoprocessor

C) Hardware-backed public key storage

D) Support for stream ciphers

E) Decentralized key management

F) TPM 2.0 attestation services

Answer: 
B, C
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